
Odisha Sandstone Nandi Bull
Statue for Temple and Garden
Decor
Read More
SKU: 01504
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Garden
Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, garden decor, Garden Stone Statue, home
décor, Nandi Sculpture for Temple, Nandi Statue for
Puja, Nandi Stone Idol, Outdoor Stone Statue, Shiv Ji
Nandi Statue, Statue for Home

Product Description

Sandstone Gandhi Ji Monkey
Statue Set for Home and Garden
Read More
SKU: 01503
Price: ₹68,320.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Garden
Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, Bandar murti, Gandhi Ji Monkey, garden decor,
Garden Stone Statue, home décor, Monkey Statue,
Outdoor Stone Statue, Statue for Home, Stone Bird
Statue
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Product Description

Lion Fighting Odisha Sand Stone
Statue for Home
Read More
SKU: 01502
Price: ₹50,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Lion Statues, Animals & Birds Statues,
Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, garden decor, Garden Stone Statue, home
décor, Lion Sculpture, Outdoor Stone Statue, Statue for
Home, Stone Lion Fighting Statue, stone lion idol,
stone lion statue

Product Description
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Rajasthani Red Stone Dolphin
Statues for Outdoors Pool or
Garden
Read More
SKU: 01501
Price: ₹72,800.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Garden
Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, Dolphin Sculpture for Home, Dolphin Statue for
Garden, Dolphin Statue for Swimming Pool, Dolphin
Stone Statue, garden decor, Garden Stone Statue,
home décor, Outdoor Stone Statue, Statue for Home,
Stone Bird Statue

Product Description

Sandstone Standing Peacock
Bird Garden Statue Set
Read More
SKU: 01500
Price: ₹50,400.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Hindu Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, garden decor, Garden Stone Statue, home
décor, Outdoor Stone Statue, Peacock Sculpture,
Peacock Statue, Peacock Stone Statue, Statue for
Home, Stone Bird Statue
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Product Description

Ever you wish you could own some of the most iconic gorgeous pair of lovebirds,
then go deeper into the jungle! Relax you don't have to go to the jungle actually, just
visit the CRAFTS ODISHA page where you can find an extraordinarily detailed bird
standing peacock garden statue set. Material: Sandstone / Redstone Dimension(HWL):
36 x 12 x 18 inch Height: 3 ft Position: Standing Weight: 180 kgFeatures of the artful
lovely duo:

The splendid statue is a pair of peacocks.
Made from Sandstone, the statue is a masterpiece of itself. The pair is sitting on a separate
trunk of a tree.
There is no such word to compliment the sculpture, it's a magnificent job of the artisan of
Odisha.

The harbinger of rain:

In Hinduism, she remains in Goddess Laxmi's presence.
She served as the mount of many deities including, Lord Bramha, Kama & Karthikeya.
There is cosmic relation between Indra the god of rain, and the peacock, known as the
harbinger of rain.
Peacock was worshiped as the symbol of the sun.

Good to go with our decorative advice:

Want your garden a vibe of the romantic forest then install the peacock pair in the lush
greenery.
Dedicate the garden walls with English ivy, with the lovely statue lends it a natural eternal
appearance.
 The pair exhibit beside a 3/2-tier fountain provides a vintage look to the garden.
A Garden pool, swimming, or a water feature will assist in incorporating the peacock well.
Incorporate it in the flower bed, colorful flower-like lavender, lilies. dahlias and rose.
If you naturally brighten up your garden, add the duo near a built-in bench, to enjoy the
look of then pair more closely.
Bring green elements to your rooftop, with the pair to complete the look.
 Keep it on the entrance of the porch and front door of your home, lends a lovely way to
welcome your guest.
Make its reflection into the water by incorporating the pair beside the pool or pond.
The garden entryway, landscape, or walkway will stand out from the rest of the decor.
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More can be more, it looks great on deck or patio.
Boost your hallway ideas, corridor, and entryway for a stylish entranceway.

The benefits of keeping the lovely pair:

Peacock pairs represent love, so keeping them will invite love, peace & luck.
Success and promotion won't take long when it is played in business / office.
Considered a good omen that was able to ward off evil spirits.
Remove the misfortune and invite prosperity with the duo statue.

Keep the dust off your home garden statue:

Every outdoor statue collected dust over time, especially when they are in open. But don't
sweat it this cleaning won't take your time or effort with the following simple step.
Use a feather brush or small blister brush to get rid of dust, even from the crevices from
the carvings.
Dust it from time to time & enjoy the home garden statue longer.

Soapstone Unique Designer
Elephant Statue 6.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01425
Price: ₹6,160.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Elephant Statue,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Elephant figurine, Elephant Idol, Elephant Statue
, Elephant Statue for Home, gifting statue, statue for
home decor, table decor, table top, Table Top Decor,
Table Top Idols, Table Top Statues, Vastu Elephant Idol

Product Description
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White Marble Stone Statue of
Nandi Bull of Lord Shiva for Puja
2 inch
Read More
SKU: 01382
Price: ₹600.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Bull Idol, home décor, Interior Designing Statue,
Marble Stone Nandi Statue, Nandi Bull Statue, Nandi
Statue for Puja, White Nandi Idol

Product Description

Sand Stone Big Lion Sculpture
Set - Outdoor Statue 3 ft
Read More
SKU: 01352
Price: ₹179,200.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Lion Statues, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues
Tags: Big Size Lion Stone Statue, Garden Stone Statue
, Lion Sculpture, stone lion idol, stone lion statue,
Stone Statue for New Home, Stone Statue for Villa

Product Description
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Sandstone Lions Sculpture Set
12 inch
Read More
SKU: 01258
Price: ₹20,720.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Lion Statues, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues
Tags: stone idol sculpture, stone lion idol, stone lion
statue

Product Description

Create a forest using your imagination with the distressed sculpture of a lion set
promoting creative possibilities of decorative display. Crafted from richly textured
Sandstone on substantial heft for dependable stability. Material: Sandstone / Redstone
Dimension(HWL): 12 x 6 x 11 inch Height: 1 ft Position: Sitting Facet:

The sculpture is a set of two lions made from Sandstone, the most durable and weather-
resistant material.
The lions are adorned with necklaces, a crown design head bends, raising his one leg in
the air,  other flats on the floor, tongue sprawling from the mouth while sitting on a square
plinth.
With the mastery of engraving the whole idea of sculpture carved on a single stone, focus
given over every detail from broad eyes to raised paws, the artisans have shown immense
skill with the image / sculpt.

The relation of the pulse-pounding animals in Hindu Mythology:

Lord Vishnu appears as half man half lion on his 4th Avatar on earth as "Narasimha"  also
poplar as lion man.
Lion the epitome of courage and leadership serves as Vahana of Goddess Durga and other
goddess-like  Parvati, Narasimhi, Katyayini, Skandamata, etc.
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In Buddhist culture, lions contemplate royalty, dominion, and wisdom.
Because of their courage & authority, he is seen at the entrance of many Hindu shrines to
protect and guard the temple.

You will love to look at the sculpt you choose to display with our placement ideas:

Put your sculpture in such a location under eye level where people will look at it closely.
The empty nooks of your staircase, wall mounted shelves of the corner are perfect for
placing the sculpt, you can use a pedestal or a still in case you don't have a built-in shelf in
the nooks.
Sculptures are best suited when placed on a shelve, untouched. Like fixed bracket shelves,
where you don't have to use the floor space it is secured on the wall.
Open storage shelves, bookshelves, china shelves, and curio cabinets where ever they are
like in the bedroom, living study or office with a delicate design that attracts the onlooker.
Floating shelves are also widely used as a space-saving unit for display and capture a bold
impression.
Make the best use of the empty corner of any room by a right-angled shelve, curbed shelf,
or angular, to exhibit the art.
The statue can be the best place at the entrance of the home / office giving a royal
glimpse.
You can put them on the edge of a driveway, garden pathway, or walkway of a pool or
fountain over a pedestal, along with highlighting them with solar light, street lamp, or
lantern.

Protect your home from all ills with the grandeur:

Always place the statue of a lion / a set at the Northeast corner.
The statue transmutes the atmosphere into a positive one.
Prosperity and peace knock on the door of life of individuals who kept the ferocious pair.
it develops command and power among the people of the house.
Keeping it at the entryway or staircase near the entrance helps to ward off the evil energy.

Trouble-free method of dusting :

When stone sculptures are left outside for decorative purposes, it gradually evanishes their
appearance from dust and grime.
Don't sweat it, with some of our easy-breezy tips, you can easily make the sculpt stand out
for ages with its charisma.
For dusting use, a collectible dusting brush or a cotton broom, wipe and buff the whole
sculpt properly.
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Twice a year the stone sculptures need a water bathing, to detach the grime, mosh, and
debris accumulated through the years, by rinsing all the dust with a coco brush and letting
it air or sundry.

Sandstone Lion Idols Set 8 inch
Read More
SKU: 01245
Price: ₹15,680.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Lion Statues, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues

Product Description

The king of the jungle is perfect to showcase your commanding power and elegance
at a budget-friendly price, the lion idol set can turn any decor theme into an exotic
aesthetic. Material: Sandstone / Redstone Dimension(HWL): 8 x 4 x 8 inch Position: Sitting
The notion about the rip-roaring duo set: 

It is a set of lions sculpted from indestructible and weatherproof material like Sandstone.
The duo sitting on its haunches, where one front forepaw is raised in the air and another
firmly planted on the ground, the tongue is lolling.
 It's a tiny architecture you can find at every shrine or archeological side in Odisha, Konark
is the biggest example.

Lion; The symbol of authority

In Hinduism Lord, Vishnu took the form of half man half lion Avatar, called "Narasimha".
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The lion is the personification of courage and strength, that's why Goddess Durga rides the
lion as her mount.
Lion is served as a Vahana of other deities like Parvati, Narasimhi, Katyayini, Skandamata,
etc.
In Buddhist culture statues of lions are considered as consistency, strength, and wisdom.
The lion symbolizes courage, strength, and valor for these traits he is seen at the main
entrance of many Hindu temples to protect and guard the temple.

Places where you can incorporate the rip-roaring duo:

According to Vaastu, the pair should face the eastern side of the plot or Casa, and the lion
should face the main entrance.
Shelving allows you to decorate and beautify your house. You can add it to a variety of
shelves in the drawing-room, porch, office, or restaurant, like suspended shelve, floating
shelve, and the built-in shelve without evoking and cluttered look.
A genius way to display can be done in unused corner spaces like Curved, angular,
standing, floating wall, etc.
A decorative chest or console in the foyer may convenient place to place items to catch
the eye of guests at the first glance.
Corridors are good places to arrange your artifacts, you may add anything that seems
appropriate.
You can turn your fountain into a major focal point by placing it on the edge.
A small pond and water feature with the duo will be very appealing to the outdoor decor
you can place it in your small balcony garden.

Put something to good use; The lion pair

Having a lion statue at home turns the energy of the house into more positive and brings
peace.
It takes along the prosperity into the life of the people who installed it.
They are the symbol of power & honor, they help to command the respect of the people
who live in that house.

Get rid of dust by following the tips below:

Statues whether they are kept indoors or outdoor prone to lose their shine and appearance
due to precipitation, un rays, and dust.
But cleaning & dusting the home garden statue will enhance its longevity and its charm.
So, for cleaning the home garden statue make use of a cotton tea towel and wipe the
whole surface thoroughly.
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It is enough to dust it from time to time to keep the dust at a bay from the statue.

Sandstone Lion Statue Set 1ft
Read More
SKU: 01244
Price: ₹20,720.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Lion Statues, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues

Product Description

A perfect piece for a dedicated collector with lacquer finishes & the ferocious
gesture of the lion statue with a brilliant classical appeal withdraws bold attention
from the spectator. Material: Sandstone / Redstone Dimension(HWL): 12 x 6 x 11 inch
Height: 1 ft Position: Sitting Conviction of the garden statue:

The above sculpture is a set of lions, constructed from Sandstone, a highly indestructible
material that only gets more delightful with age.
Bedeck with necklaces, trident mark on the head,  one leg raised in the air, another flat on
the floor with a dangling tongue the pair is sitting on a square base.
The statue was constructed in such a way that it depicts royalty, power, courage, and
ferocity very well. The lustrous shine of skilled hand engraving is the proof of the mastery
of the craftsman shown in single sculpting.

Significance of lion in Hindu mythology:

The status of a lion in Hinduism is loyalty, strength, and ferocity.
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"Narasimha" is one of the 10th incarnations of Lord Vishnu, taken as half man half lion
Avatar, where he has the head and shoulder of a lion and the torso of a human.
Lion serves as mount Goddess Durga and a planetary guard Rahu's vehicle.
The lion also serves as a mount of other goddesses like Parvati, Narasimhi, Katyayini,
Skandamata, etc.
Buddhists considered them as royalty, dominion, and wisdom.
The lion symbolizes bravery  & valor this is why he is seen at the entrance of  Hindu
shrines to protect and guard the temple.

Some decorating inspiration from CRAFTS ODISHA experts:

There are various types of display cases to show off your artifacts, like glass towers, queen
Anne, Horizontal, Countertop, Wall Mounted, etc which provide eye-level viewing and an
elegant way to show your art.
Accommodate them in the spaces which are vacant and unfed with the beauty of art, it
might be in your living, balcony, patio, etc.
Perfectly suitable for corner shelves in the living room, study, kid's room, etc.
Place at the entrance, or foyer, it will boost the entryway impression on guests.
Glam up the beauty by placing it under the nook of the staircase, mantle, which always
adores the interior.
With different types of roses and flowers don't hesitate to exhibit them with the sculpture.
A built-in shelve is the most eye-catching and spacious way of displaying statues.
Incorporate the statue in the middle of the garden to make a delusion atmosphere of
wood.
Position them somewhere in the lush green garden where they can be noticed and
admired.

Benefits of keeping the majesty set of the rip-roaring animal:

Vaastu recommends its placement on the Northeast corner.
It mutates the energy of the house into more positivity.
It attracts well-being and peace in the life of individuals who kept the pair of statues.
People having a statue of the lion at home makes them braver and fearless.
They signify protection so keeping the statue standing at the doorway or staircase near the
entrance helps to ward off the evil eye.

The pattern of dusting the home garden statue:

Over time home garden sculptures collected dust & debris, the chances are a bit higher
when they are in open.
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Sometimes you might need to remove the loose dust & dirt, to keep the lustrous piece
flawless.
It's just a timeless effort you will require a soft bristle brush or a cotton broom to help you
get rid of the dust.
Keep it dusting from time to time to keep the original appearance of the statue for years.

Unique Soap stone carving
turtle sculpture
Read More
SKU: 00262
Price: ₹35,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Hindu Statues,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Invest in the small twee to use in your decor placement and let it shine on your
centerpiece. The Soapstone carving turtle sculpture is hand-crafted with a
decorative sculptural appeal. Material: Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  6 x 9 x
13 inch Statue Type: Animal sculpture Weight: 10 kg  Some view upon the hardy
creature:

It is a beautiful carving replica of a turtle.
The whole carapace has sleek and intricate works of art over it.
There is no word to praise the skilled work of the craftsman given to the stone, it is just so
amazing.

Turtle; his significance in Hindu mythology
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The turtle is one of the incarnations of Lord Vishnu who took the Avatar of "Koorma" in
Satya Yuga.
It also acts as the base of the ocean churning process which took place between the Devas
and the Asura.
It signifies that one can withdraw their senses, from their object just like a turtle withdraws
its limbs to its shell.

What are the best places to put the quiet and cute animal:

An accent shelving unit in the living and offices is the best option to display small themed
pieces.
Placing it on a floating shelve, above the sofa in the patio, living room, or reception of a
hotel will have a bigger impact on decor.
Place it proudly on the coffee table, for a solo visual effect of the twee.
Running out of floor space? then use your bookshelf, and take your collection to the wall.
Show it off in china cabinets, wall-mounted cases, curio cabinets, and accent shelving
units.
Just go with the simplicity of the sculpture, make it a hello buddy to the visitor on a console
in your entrance  & foyer.
You can make an amazing garden view by covering the balcony with artificial turf, with
some plants and turtles.
 Coordinate the animal by installing a tabletop fountain on the coffee table, countertop
desk, or on the end table with him, making the illusion of a small nature in the home.

Bring luck and wealth to your life with the turtle stone sculptures:

Keeping the turtle in the south or west evades Vaastu Dosha.
Keeping it at the entrance of the house never causes your mental stress.
Boost up your business in the shop and office by placing it in the shop / office.
For early promotion, success in studying placing turtle is also beneficial.

Effortless cleaning guidance for the stone sculptures:

Cleaning and caring elevate the life of a decorative stone, but it fades away with exposure
to dust and debris over time.
But with time to the time cleaning process, you will get your decorative stone back to its
original charmful position and appearance.
For this, you only need a cotton rag or a soft tea towel and wipe off the surface smoothly
and thoroughly.
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Sandstone Lion (simha)
Sculpture 12 inch C10
Read More
SKU: 00189
Price: ₹20,720.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Lion Statues, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Finished off in a distressed earthy color the lion sculpture is constructed from
Sandstone material that gets only bonny with agedness. Material: Sandstone Redstone
Height: 1 ft (approx.) Dimension(HWL): 12 x 5.5 x 11.5 inch Position: Sitting No of Lion: 2
Lions The notion about the hair-raising statue: 

The above structure is of a Sandstone lion set, which only gets beautiful with age.
Well adorned with necklaces, one leg raised in the air, another flat on the floor with a
lolling tongue on a flat plinth.
His broad eyes and the lolling tongue is depicting the royalty, power, courage, and ferocity
very well by the sculptor, keeping his mastery over sculpting well known with the intricate
engraving of Odisha artisan.

Significance of lion in Hindu mythology:

"Narasimha" the half man half lion Avatar of Lord Vishnu, is also named lion man.
Lion serves as mount Goddess Durga.
The lion also acts as a Vahana of other goddesses like Parvati, Narasimhi, Katyayini,
Skandamata, etc.
In Buddhist culture statues of lions are considered royalty, dominion, and wisdom.
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The lion symbolizes courage & authority for that reason, he is seen at the entrance of 
Hindu shrines to protect and guard the temple.

Perfect location for the king of the beast:

Using a custom pedestal/ table to display the duo set, under the stair nook adds a stylized
ambiance to the superfluous space.
Side tables and mantles are a winning way to display the duo.
Make your guest a fantastic hello, by installing them in the entryway or foyer over a
pedestal allowing visitors a closer look.
Make it a powerful focal point by exhibiting it on the sideboard, console in the dining area,
or passageway.
Shine the spotlight on the stunning work of art, in an unused corner of a room by
displaying it on corner shelves(Angular, curved, etc).
Group things together for a wow factor and gathered them beside the entrance of your
home.
Looking for a figurine to guard your garden, enough to fit on a ledge or raised area in the
garden.
Place it on a grassy area, decorate it with flowers, and a floor light will look delightful.
Make an evocative look, with a path entrance near a tree making illusion of a forest.
The lounge (indoor/outdoor), outdoor living room, gather round with the lion pair will make
a bold statement.
The garden fountain and pool are also some areas you can decorate the roaring statue.
place it at the entrance of a temple/shrine or have a temple in your compound are, is
useful and auspicious.
You can make it as a present for your dear one.

Transform your life with the lion statue; Simha

Vaastu suggests its placement on the Northeast corner.
A Statue of the lion can convert the energy of the house into positivity.
It invites prosperity and peace in the life of individuals who kept it.
it makes people of that home more courageous and empowered.
Making it stand at the doorway or staircase near the entrance helps to ward off the evil
eye.

A dusting usher:

When sculptures remain left outside,  the environmental dust, soot, and dirt tail off their
original appearance.
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But, don't worry about your head the statue needs an effortless cleaning from time to time
with a cotton broom or rag to buff all over the surface.
Twice a year make it clean with water to detach any dust grime or mosh by rinsing it with
a bristle brush.
Following these simple ways, you can keep the appearance always impressive and well.

Sandstone Monkey (Banara)
Sculpture 12 inch C9
Read More
SKU: 00188
Price: ₹10,080.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Hindu Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Capture some graceful creature from the wild. The monkey Banara sculpture is
beloved as much by kids who love them the most. Give him a space on your super
cute collectibles ready for display. Material: Sandstone / Redstone Height: 1 ft (approx.)
Dimension(HWL): 12 x 5.5 x 6 inch Position: Sitting Some aspects:

It's a bonny sculpture of a cute monkey holding a banana.
Made out of indestructible material like Sandstone, & becomes more beautiful with age.
The adorable monkey is sitting on a square plinth, with a cure smear smile peeping from
his face making it bonnier.

The association of Banara with Lord Ram:
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Banara Sena (Army of  monkeies) has made a prominent role rescue of Goddes Sita from
the claws of Ravana.
They represent personalities like obedience, divinity, courage, and righteousness.
The well-known deity is known as the monkey God "Lord Hanuman", known as the
commander of the monkey army.

Let's help you with all your decorating needs:

Wanted have a friend over for a cup of tea or coffee, then incorporate the adorable animal
on the porch, patio, or on the outdoor breakfast table.
The bolder you go the bigger the smile when you see them, keep them at the
entrance/front door, and ramp up the visualization from far.
Make an understated approach in your courtyard with the sculpt, wildlife garden, perennial
garden, and shade garden, which will look cool.
Sat him on a lush lawn, garden, landscape with neatly trimmed hedges, making delusion of
a forest.
make it the quickest way to stand out by surrounding it with some blueberry, raspberry,
peaches, and figs.
Your tiny balcony and terrace garden will be perfectly guarded by the cute statue of a cat,
pigeon, etc.
Make, it sits in a  breezy surrounding in an amusement park, a zoo where the excitement
elevates among the kids.
The tiny water feature near the garden, or the pond on the lawn sounds whimsical.

The exploiting effects of keeping the adorable home garden sculpt:

A statue of Banara at home, promotes creativity, intelligence, and innovation.
Keeping it in the North, Southeast, or south zone will boost the career, wealth, and
animals. and fame.
It also uplifts the energy of the surrounding where it is kept, as it is known as a very
mischievous animal.

How to clean the adorable home garden monkey sculpture:

Sandstone is widely known as a durable and luxury material, that adds class to any place
and injects life into the decoration.
Proper care of your favorite decorative stone will help to maintain its top-quality condition
for a long time.
Here are some helpful tips for you that won't take much of your time and effort. Just a time
to time dusting is enough.
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For the dusting of the decorative stone, you will need a dust brush or a cotton hand broom,
Now with the help of those dusters, buff the statue surface all over.
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